ADDENDUM NO. 4
to the
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
December 2, 2013

General
The following changes, additions or deletions shall be made to the following Contract Documents. All other conditions shall remain the same.

A. REVISED PROJECT LISTING FOR CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

1. From Addendum #1 dated 11/21/2013, DELETE Item A.1.c which read: “Identified the five (5) cushioning projects with an asterisk” – (Notation was an error). Asterisks pertained only to this note in Item A.2:
   * As applicable, Projects with an asterisk will have their Construction Schedules determined during Phase 1 – Preconstruction Work.

2. From Addendum #1 dated 11/21/2013, Item A.2, change the “REVISED TO” list of projects to show asterisks with the correct projects as shown below. Placement of asterisks were incorrect.

(INCORRECT ASTERISKS)
REVISED TO:
1. CSB SEISMIC RENOVATION/M2615
2. UCH SEISMIC RENOVATION/M2664 [also referred to as UC Hall-M2664]
3. CSB DECANT – INTERIM MEASURES FOR UCH TEMP OCCUPANCY/M2670 *
4. CSB DECANT – RENOVATIONS FOR TEMP OCCUPANCY OF UCH U76-U80/M3602 *
5. PARNASSUS UTILITY RELOCATIONS – PHASE 1 – CSB/M3604 *
6. PARNASSUS UTILITY RELOCATIONS – PHASE 2 – UCH /M3605 *
7. LABORATORY OF RADIOBIOLOGY PARTIAL DEMOLITION & ALTERNATE USE/M3606
8. MR IV DEMOLITION & ALTERNATE USE/M3607
9. SURGE DEMOLITION & SITE RESTORATION/M3608
10. MT. SUTRO TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS/M3609
11. CSB DECANT – RENOVATIONS FOR TEMP OCCUPANCY OF UCH – FLRS 1, 2, 3, 4 / M3623 *
12. WOODS DEMOLITION & SITE RESTORATION/M3618

(CORRECT ASTERISKS ARE SHOWN IN RED)
REVISED TO:
1. CSB SEISMIC RENOVATION/M2615
2. UCH SEISMIC RENOVATION/M2664 [also referred to as UC Hall-M2664] *
3. CSB DECANT – INTERIM MEASURES FOR UCH TEMP OCCUPANCY/M2670 *
4. CSB DECANT – RENOVATIONS FOR TEMP OCCUPANCY OF UCH U76-U80/M3602 *
5. PARNASSUS UTILITY RELOCATIONS – PHASE 1 – CSB/M3604
6. PARNASSUS UTILITY RELOCATIONS – PHASE 2 – UCH /M3605 *
7. LABORATORY OF RADIOBIOLOGY PARTIAL DEMOLITION & ALTERNATE USE/M3606 *
8. MR IV DEMOLITION & ALTERNATE USE/M3607 *
9. SURGE DEMOLITION & SITE RESTORATION/M3608 *
10. MT. SUTRO TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS/M3609 *
11. CSB DECANT – RENOVATIONS FOR TEMP OCCUPANCY OF UCH – FLRS 1, 2, 3, 4 / M3623 *
12. WOODS DEMOLITION & SITE RESTORATION/M3618 *

* As applicable, Projects with an asterisk will have their Construction Schedules determined during Phase 1 – Preconstruction Work. There are ten (10) projects with an asterisk.

B. CLARIFICATIONS

1. QUESTION: Reference addendum #1 Agreement section 4.1.2 – Performance incentive (FINAL) - Could you please clarify why participants are only eligible for up to 50% of the respective Schedule Value for that milestone period? It seems that with this restriction the maximum possible earned will be one half of performance incentive value of $675,000

   **Schedule Milestone Incentive** – The term “Schedule Milestone” shall mean an established date that is part of the Approved Contract Schedule, and each Schedule Milestone Incentive will be established by the University. A “Schedule Milestone Period” shall mean the time from the previous Scheduled Milestone completion through the completion of the current Schedule Milestone. Upon on-time achievement of each of the Schedule Milestones listed on the Contract Schedule, the Performance Amount not to exceed **$675,000** will be scheduled for distribution under this component of the Performance Incentive Plan. Incentive Participants shall be eligible for up to 50% of the respective Scheduled Value for that milestone period. These Schedule Milestones

   **ANSWER:** It is just referring to the distribution time/quantum “for that milestone period”, and not the overall quantum of the incentive fee. Also, refer to 4.1.6. As incentives will be processed semi-annually, no single payment will constitute more than 50% of the available incentive in the Schedule and PPC categories. The full incentive amount will be distributed if earned.

END OF ADDENDUM